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Extended abstract 

 

Changes in rural development paths are currently leading to an increasing diversity of 

stakeholders, activities and interests (Knickel and renting, 2000). This diversification raises 

concerns in terms of land use management (Schößer et al. 2010; ESPON 2012), and leads the 

European Commission to emphasize the needs for preserving land (European Commision, 

2011) when managing land uses. In this paper we propose a new typology of land use 

competition in peri-urban and rural areas, based on Corine Land cover and other data, and 

its evolution during the last 20 years. 

Land uses changes are provoked by global shaping forces, as urbanization trend, globalization 

processes, or demographic growth, (Lambin et al. 2003). It induces that some figures of land 

changes are common across the world, like the continuous soil sealing due to the urban 

expansion (Foley 2005). Nevertheless, land use changes are also dependant on more localized 

drivers: national, regional and local governance, institutional capacities, local biophysical 

conditions among others (Smith et al. 2010). In 2011, Woods supports the idea that 

globalisation is not necessarily an homogenising process, and the outcomes of it will be 

different in each locality (Woods & McDonagh 2011). This approach is applicable for the land 

use dynamics, and the ESPON report on land use changes occurring between 1990 and 2006 

assessed indeed several land use dynamics among the European regions (ESPON 2012). 

Consequently, we presume a lack of standardization or homogenization of spaces and 

territorial dynamics and their diversity, due to the interaction between multi-scale 

processes.  

Nevertheless, common challenges are appearing for the European countries. The soil sealing 

induced by the urbanization is neither localized to only the major urban centers nor impacting 

all rural areas (European Environment Agency 2006). Within the Common Agricultural Policy 



framework, the farmland evolution is a shared issue, both regarding the dynamic of farmland 

abandonment due to urban expansion or due to rural marginalization(van Vliet et al. 2015). 

Similarly, the environmental quality and continuity cannot be only thought at the local scale. 

It is thus necessary to develop a comprehensive understanding of land use changes in Europe, 

integrating the local diversity but also revealing the major challenges faced by the European 

Union. 

We present here an analysis implemented at the regional level, which is also the level of 

implementation of the European regional development policies. The European policy 

intends to enhance the social and territorial cohesion, while supporting the economic 

development (European Commission, 2010) through the smart development policies, part of 

the European 2020 development strategy. The smart specialisation principle consists in 

identifying the unique characteristics and assets of the regions, in order to highlight their 

regional competitive advantages (Naldi et al. 2015). The necessity of not developing one-fits-

at-all regional policy models is crucial to implement this smart specialisation strategy, through 

place-based and knowledge-based policies. Land uses are impacted by the regional 

development trajectories, and will also condition the potential for development.  

Multiple land uses are competing for space and resource access (Lambin & Meyfroidt 2014). 

Furthermore, the diversification induces multiples stakeholders and interests related to land 

uses, affecting territorial governance (Torre et al. 2014). It can be source of tensions or 

conflicts, but also induce associations of uses to create, at the regional level, positive effects 

on the regional social and economic context (Knickel & Renting 2000). Cohesion between 

activities is thus becoming a crucial element for rural development (Ploeg et al. 2000). 

Consequently, the rural localities are facing various types of challenges and possess specific 

resources they can use to overcome them.  

Our analysis is based on two hypotheses: 1) the geographical proximity between land uses is 

source of potential competition, which is a challenge to overcome at the regional level; 2) 

the co-existence between land uses will support the valorisation of regional peculiarities.  

The first task has been to identify the land uses which are interacting in Europe. Therefore, we 

conducted a literature review on the main land uses in Europe, highlighting the potential for 

competition and synergy. Then, to regionalize the issues in terms of land use management, 



we studied the spatial location of these interactions within Europe based on the Corine Land 

Cover Dataset for the 1990 - 2012. Period.  Our study was implemented at the NUTS 2/3 level 

(method from Helming et al., 2008) and resulted in a typology of land use competition figures 

in peri-urban and rural areas, which we would like to present and discuss in this 

communication.  

Our analysis reveals, among other results, a continuous decrease of farmland and natural land 

is some regions. However, the dynamics can be decreasing or just starting, intensive or 

affecting small surfaces, and the conversion of forest is dependant of the regional context 

(availability of farmland, topography, protection of forested areas). The farming practices do 

not impact much natural land, but these are not expanding either in highly cultivated regions. 

Furthermore, a large part of the European Union is not really competing for land, since 

dynamics of farmland withdrawal and forest regrowth are observed. However, once again, 

evolutions are modifying this pattern occurring between 1990 and 2012.  

A common approach for regional development studies is to differentiate European region 

based on the urban-rural gradient, like the Djikstra-Poelman typology, which is based on the 

regional population density and the proximity to a city (Copus et al. 2011). This approach can 

be useful for assessing regional socio-economic disparities. However, our results suggest that 

this static approach can benefit from a dynamic complementary approach. The urban 

proximity impacts the land use changes patterns, but the diverse urban expansion dynamics 

are also a key element of differentiation. Despite that the urban-rural gradient is visible in the 

typology, the land use dynamics are not following only an urban-rural gradient, and the impact 

of this gradient is evolving through time. An opposition between the western European and 

eastern European countries is also present but once again it impacts variously land use 

dynamics through time. Furthermore, regional peculiarities are identified.  

Using this typology, we finally aimed at identifying key land use management issues and 

opportunities at the regional level, based on a cross-analysis between the land use changes 

regional typology and socio-economic indicators, and mobilizing the literature review results. 

Based on the smart development theoretical framework, we suppose that a smart land use 

management should identify needs in re-orientation strategy to jointly avoid too much land 

use competition, and to support land use synergies. Consequently, we identified for each 

regional profile some specific land competition issues and land use synergies potential. It leads 



us to question what is the appropriate scale of a smart land use management, for which we 

will present some elements of discussion. 
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